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Welcome to Marshalls landscaping
for gardens and driveways
For those seeking the very best landscaping for their
home, this brochure provides the inspiration and
information needed to make the best possible product
choices for gardens and driveways.
For decades, Marshalls products have helped
homeowners and landscape professionals achieve the
beautiful and practical results they desire, and more.
At Marshalls, we go that extra mile to prove it.

MARSHALLS

GARDENS

WALLING

DRIVEWAYS

marshalls.co.uk/

2014

We are the only company which showcases products
in real homes, installed by professionals from Marshalls
own Register of Installers. It’s our way of ensuring that
the customer can truly trust the content, advice and
guidance in this brochure.
....enjoy the journey
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How to use this brochure
This brochure will provide information in easy to follow sections

The first section of the brochure (pages 4-23) provides
useful background information and examples from
the experts to help you make informed choices about
Marshalls products, their suitability for purpose and what
steps to take to move a project forward.
Pages 24 -121 are devoted to those hard 		
landscaping products required for gardens, their
construction and decoration. This includes paving, paths,
walling and accessories.
Pages 122-181 cover Britain’s latest and best choice of
driveway block paving with all the kerbs, edges and
essential features required, plus helpful installation
guidance for installers.
Pages 182-187 conclude with a short selection of basic
paving and driveway products, so even those on the most
restricted budget need not feel disappointed.
Use the brochure as inspiration to form your own ideas and
see how other customers have used Marshalls exceptional
paving products. Just visualise how they could work for
your property too.
When ready to contact Marshalls Register Installers – you’ll
be amazed at the contribution they can make at this early
stage. They will contribute good ideas and steer you clear
of installation errors. They should also show you examples
of their work, either photos, or addresses nearby to visit.
Ask for several quotes; there will be a number of
Register Installers in your postcode area. Use the
postcode search on www.marshalls.co.uk/homeowners
or call 0345 820 5000.

When you have chosen an Installer you
feel satisfies your requirements, received
and accepted a written quotation and
start date, you can look forward to
enjoying a first rate installation from the
best professional service.
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How to work out the cost
Whatever the project, the balance of cost between labour and paving
materials generally remains constant
Cost of installation
In our experience 80% of installation cost is labour, so
buying the best quality product will not significantly
increase the cost of your project.
Whatever the job, the balance of cost between labour and
paving will invariably remain constant.

APPROXIMATELY 80%* INSTALLATION COST
APPROXIMATELY 20% PRODUCT COST
To find your nearest Marshalls Register Installer,
visit www.marshalls.co.uk/homeowners
alternatively call: 0345 820 5000
* Installation costs can include excavation, new sub-base,
laying course and labour.

PREMIUM

MID RANGE

STANDARD

These symbols provide a general product
price guide for customers. The appropriate
price band, Premium, Mid Range or Standard
is shown for every product range.
Ask your Marshalls Register Installer or
visit our stockists for accurate costs as site
conditions vary and every product is unique.
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The award-winning Marshalls way
Leading the way in sustainable practice
As the leading UK supplier of hard landscaping
materials, Marshalls is conscious of the
environmental impact that its products make.
So, it has committed its business to be
sustainable and ethical in enacting all of its
social, economic and environmental policies.

Collaboration between staff, business partners and
communities involved with Marshalls are delivering
tangible evidence of improving sustainable practice that
is winning industry recognition and awards.

Reducing CO 2 emissions
Marshalls is committed to reducing its carbon emissions and improving energy efficiency. There have been significant cuts
in carbon emissions since 2008 through energy efficiency, investment and cultural change. Marshalls was also the first
company to publish the carbon footprint of all the products it makes in the UK, so customers can make informed decisions
about the carbon impact of their purchases. Visit our website where you are able to calculate the carbon impact of your
project. www.marshalls.co.uk/homeowners/hard-landscaping-carbon-footprint-calculator

Protecting the environment
Marshalls is proud of the work it undertakes to reinstate and protect the natural environment of all its manufacturing sites.
Sites are carefully managed to support local flora and fauna and the learnings are shared with environmental organisations
and local communities.

Ethical and sustainable products
Ethical trading is at the heart of Marshalls sourcing of natural stone from overseas. The Marshalls FAIRSTONE brand
of stone from India and China is your assurance that the stone is quarried and processed in line with the 		
requirements of the Ethical Trading Initiative Base Code. Requirements include no child labour, the payment of living
wages and safe working conditions for all.

Marshalls is a member of the
Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI)

by
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Our Promise to You
As the UK’s leading supplier of landscape products, be
assured that the products we manufacture and supply
through our merchant partners or installers aim to
be measurably more sustainable than equivalent
products from other manufacturers.
www.marshalls.co.uk/sustainability
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Supporting UNICEF
On every Fairstone product page where you see the UNICEF logo displayed,
£1* per m2 of paving sold will be donated to UNICEF
Marshalls ground-breaking partnership with UNICEF is at the heart of the
company’s long-term work to drive up standards across the wider sandstone
industry and to eradicate child labour from the sector as a whole.
Marshalls goes to great lengths to ensure that no child
labour is involved in its supply chain. Experience gained
over the last ten years has culminated in the partnership
with UNICEF and progress has been made during this
first year to improve the lives of over 10,000 children in
the quarrying region of Kota, India. This has been done
in a number of ways including, educating around 50,000
people in 50 project villages on the harm to children of
working in mining areas and the advantages of school
education. Also, the setting up of 20 child protection
committees to ensure the protection of children living
among the stone quarries.
Work will continue moving forward to ensure that the Kota
district has a clear plan for child protection:
– Children from the 50 project villages will receive a
mainstream education
– Vulnerable families in the villages are identified and
linked to social protection schemes

– Teachers, community leaders and young people are
informed and educated about child protection and
education matters
– A health referral system is in place for children
– District officials and community leaders are informed
regarding the issues affecting children from quarrying
communities.
In addition, Marshalls has funded important and much
needed research regarding the impact of the sandstone
industry on children. This research is due to be completed
in early 2015. Findings and recommendations will be
launched by UNICEF, Marshalls and the Indian Government.
Marshalls partnership with UNICEF is essentially driving
transformational change on a massive scale for children
and their families in India, China & Vietnam and to support
and uphold children’s rights.

12000086 Marshalls Unicef 540x340 Ad Telegraph.indd 1

30/04/2014 09:24

*Only on product pages where both the UNICEF and FAIRSTONE logos appear, Marshalls will pay £1 (+VAT) per square metre of Fairstone paving sold to UNICEF UK Enterprise Limited, which pays
all its taxable profits to UNICEF UK, a registered charity in England and Wales (1072612) and Scotland (SC043677). UNICEF does not endorse any brand or product. Marshalls supports UNICEF
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by

*Fairstone® by Marshalls now includes
all of Marshalls natural stone products

SCAN PAGE

For approaching a decade Marshalls has been working to improve the lives of children in India

The Gold winning UNICEF themed show garden and statue by
Mike Disley at the 2014 Holker Garden Show, Grange-over-Sands

For more information, please visit:

unicef.org.uk

@unicef_uk

unicef.uk
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Step by step to a new patio or driveway
To find the right installer for your driveway or patio, follow the
tried and tested guidance below.
For many customers this will be a
first time venture, but tackled in
the sequence described here will
present no difficulties.

1 First and foremost the brochure you
hold in your hands is a means to inspire
and acquire the best quality driveway
or garden makeover possible. Marshalls
is the acknowledged market leader
for products, professional advice
and installation.

2 When you have gathered some ideas
yourself, and are ready to decide which
products and how to proceed, it is
time to talk to a professional, preferably
someone Marshalls would recommend.

3 Always seek professional advice. The
investment of your time and money
is safer in expert hands. There are
lots of attractive drives and gardens
in our brochure to inspire ideas, but
remember, these have all been created
by installers vetted by Marshalls.
The Marshalls Register of Accredited
Landscape Contractors is nationwide
and there are several near you. So
search online at
www.marshalls.co.uk/homeowners
or call 0345 820 5000 for a list.

4 Plan early by contacting several
local Marshalls Register Members.
Good installers have a healthy order
book and may need some notice to
arrange an appointment.

5 Installers will visit to discuss and
offer ideas and advice on products,
installation and design. This can be
considered and compared along with
a quotation, which should be provided
in writing.

6 A condition of Marshalls Register
Membership is that installers submit
to regular Marshalls quality of work
vetting. Ask to see their latest
Marshalls assessment.

7 The installer should describe in detail
what installation will entail. Preparation
of groundworks, including necessary
drainage is vital to ensure the top
quality finish expected of Marshalls
Register Members.

8 Get more than one quotation, and
in writing. Cheapest isn’t always the
best. Choose the one you feel best
understands your requirements.

9 Complete customer satisfaction is
the objective for all Marshalls Register
installations. Your installer will not ask
for full payment until you are satisfied
and your investment can be protected
with a Marshalls Hard Landscape
Guarantee. Ask your installer for details,
see page 17.

Arrange visits with your chosen shortlist of installers to discuss the project and
ask them for a written quotation. Marshalls always advise obtaining more than
one quote, taking care that costs quoted are a like for like comparison.
Accredited Landscape
Contractor

Accredited Landscape
Contractor
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Ways to get to the perfect project
To find the right installer, stockist or product for your driveway or
patio, these are the tools that will help you.
The Marshalls brochure
Contains all product information that customers, DIYers and professional
installers might need to complete successful hard landscaping projects.

Online searches
Marshalls website www.marshalls.co.uk/homeowners is the instant 24-7 way to
contact Marshalls Stockists and Installers, to view products, view their credentials
and previous work and link to their websites.

Phone Marshalls direct
If you prefer a friendly personal service to help you make contact with local
Register Installers or offer advice on procedure, call 0345 820 5000.

Local stockist partners of Marshalls
Visiting a local builders’ merchant who stocks Marshalls products is often helpful
research. On the website click the WHERE TO BUY button for a local list by postcode.

Problems with stock?
Should there be any difficulty locating stock via an installer or stockist, call
Marshalls DELIVER on 0370 4112233 for more help.
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Marshalls Brochure App
Download the free Marshalls Brochure App from the Apple App Store or Google
Play Store to search for your nearest register member and stockist as well as
access to exclusive video and image content.

Bring the Marshalls brochure to life in the palm of your
hand with this free app. Available to download for free
from either the Apple App Store or the Google Play
Store, this app gives you access to a wealth of additional
content to help assist you create that perfect landscape
project. View more pictures and watch stunning videos of
FIND LOCAL REGISTER INSTALLER

Marshalls most popular products, as well as search instantly
for your nearest Marshalls approved installer and Marshalls
stockists. By using the Apps scan function, go straight to
any product you want simply by scanning the respective
page in the brochure.
LOCAL STOCKIST SEARCH FEATURE

1 Marshalls Stockist
Manchester
2 miles

VIDEOS AND IMAGES
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STEP 1
Open the app store (for Android devices this will
be the Google Play Store and for Apple devices the
App Store). Using the search function search for
‘Marshalls’. Download and install the application.

STEP 2
When browsing through the printed brochure,
keep an eye out for the SCAN PAGE symbol. Open
the Marshalls app on your device and access the
scan function. Hold the device over the page,
lining up the corner markers with the corners
of the page. The app will start to scan the
page automatically.

STEP 3
When scanned successfully, if there is more than
one product on a page, you will be prompted to
choose the product you wish to view. You’ll then
have full access to all the additional content for
that product.

STEP 4
All the information from the brochure can be
found within the app, by using the Driveway and
Garden tabs on the homepage. Once opened,
imagine you’re flicking through the brochure,
swiping left or right to go from one product to the
next. If you wish to see more images of a product,
simply scroll up to access more content. Full
product information and specification sheets are
available by clicking on the spec button.
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Accredited Landscape
Contractor

Install the best
The UK’s only fully vetted national accredited landscape contractor scheme
The quality of your driveway or garden patio installation
depends on two things:

The importance of correct preparation cannot be
exaggerated, it is the foundation of any quality installation.

1. The choice of high quality paving or block paving –
Marshalls are the UK’s No 1 for choice and reliable products.

Both driveways and garden hardstanding require appropriate
drainage below sub-base, comprising varying depths of
compacted hardcore and aggregates supporting either a sand
screed or full mortar bed.

2. Professionals who can install correctly – This relies on
you choosing the right Installer with proven skills and that’s
why Marshalls created the Marshalls Register of Accredited
Landscape Contractors and Driveway Installers.
Installation best practice is demanded of the independent
installers accepted as Marshalls Register members.
It is most important that the groundworks, sub-bases and
edges are prepared correctly at or above recommended
British Standards, especially driveways where significant
weight bearing is required.

If poor ground conditions are evident we recommend of a
Geo-textile Membrane laid prior to the Type1 MOT aggregate.
The chosen surface of concrete or natural stone paving is then
laid and once settled and dry, joints are made solid with a
flexible or rigid jointing compound.

RECOMMENDED DRIVEWAY INSTALLATION
Block
Paving

Jointing Sand

Edging

30mm Compacted
Sharp Sand Screed

Ensure kerb of choice is
haunched correctly

RECOMMENDED PATIO INSTALLATION

2 x 75mm minimum
compacted Type 1
MOT Aggregate

Correct sub-base with
drainage

Paving

Edge restraint
Concrete Footing
& Haunching

Blocks laid on screeded sand

Jointing Material

25mm
Mortar bed

Paving laid on a full
mortar bed

Edging

100mm minimum
compacted Type 1
MOT Aggregate

Edge restraint
Concrete Footing
& Haunching

Brush in or Joint with
appropriate jointing material
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It’s the sure way to avoid the nightmare results shown below...

X

Marshalls Installers are too often called to replace
disasters such as these.

Insufficient edge support and poor compaction of the sub-base
leads to spreading

X
Thoughtless paving design is unacceptable to a Marshalls Installer

X

This patio construction used a spot mortar bed on inadequate sub-base and material has failed – Marshalls recommend full mortar bed for rigid patio construction
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Installed by the best
The Marshalls Register of Accredited Landscape Contractors and
Driveway Installers is the industry’s only fully vetted national scheme
Marshalls Register of Accredited Landscape Contractors and Driveway Installers
Correct installation is vital to the finish and longevity of your patio or driveway therefore
it is crucial to choose a quality installer. Marshalls has a Register of Accredited Landscape
Contractors and Driveway Installers to ensure that customers buying its products enjoy
peace of mind and a guaranteed quality result.

Accredited Landscape
Contractor

Laying down the standard
The Marshalls Register of Accredited Landscape Contractors and Driveway Installers is
a national network of independent professional installers. They are not employed by
Marshalls, but are strictly vetted and monitored by its expert assessors to ensure their levels
of competence and performance. All genuine Marshalls Register Members will produce on
request a copy of their latest technical assessment. Be sure and ask to see it.

The right skills for your project
The Register of Accredited Landscape Contractors and Driveway Installers is an exclusive
organisation of professionals who have repeatedly demonstrated proven skills and experience
to Marshalls critical satisfaction. Areas of expertise will be apparent on their web pages.

ENHANCED DRIVEWAY SPECIALISTS

FENCING

Has demonstrated the exceptional installation
and use of a wide variety of driveway products

Has complementary skills required to
erect perimeter and decorative fencing

SUDS

WALLING

Is qualified to plan and install Marshalls
Sustainable Urban Drainage Solutions

Knowledge and construction skills proven
to the satisfaction of Marshalls assessors

ENHANCED PATIO SPECIALISTS

WATER FEATURES

Skilled exponent of design and the precision
installation of paving products

Shown creative use of water features
within landscaping projects
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The Marshalls Register works to ensure you get the best possible results for your
project from start to finish. It gives you the peace of mind that you can only get
from a quality installation by experienced specialists.
The best in the business
The directory “Find an approved installer” on our website will list the credentials of each independent professional,
alongside examples of their work and any special skills so that you can choose an appropriate shortlist.

Interested Installers?
Awards

Customer Service

Design

Apply to join the Marshalls Register
Call: 0370 411 2102
Email: registerinstaller@marshalls.co.uk
View the latest
Register Video

Specialisms

Qualifications

The Marshalls Hard Landscape Guarantee
Only a Marshalls Register Member can offer you the unique Marshalls Hard Landscape Guarantee.
The guarantee protects your investment with a level of cover unmatched by any other company:
∙∙ Covers material defects for a full 10 years
∙∙ Covers installation defects for 5 years
∙∙ Is valid even if the Installer ceases trading
∙∙ Is index-linked, to protect your investment against inflation
∙∙ Is issued only when inspected and signed as satisfactory by you, the customer
∙∙ Upon receipt of the correctly completed request form and fee, Marshalls will send your guarantee certificate within 5 days
∙∙ Is great value at just £50 (+VAT) per £5,000 of the installed value
Marshalls advises customers always to take out suitable protection against fault, such as The Hard Landscape Guarantee.*
*See The Hard Landscape Guarantee conditions p.189
The Hard Landscape Guarantee is only available for domestic projects installed by a Marshalls Register Member.
The Hard Landscape Guarantee covers Marshalls Products for 10 years and the workmanship of each installation undertaken
by a Marshalls Register Installer for five years. The Guarantee is offered as an additional benefit and in no way affects any
party’s statutory rights.
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Accredited Landscape
Contractor

2014 Marshalls Register Awards
Category winners for driveway and garden transformations
Only by maintaining standards and sustained performance
from The Marshalls Register membership can we continue
to set the bar high and deliver the services our customers
have come to expect.
An annual national competition open to Marshalls
Register Members is an opportunity for the 			
membership to showcase their work for customers,
their fellow professionals and of course to future
customers through this brochure.

The competition in 2014 was keen, with over 600 entries in
all 11 garden and driveway categories. The ever improving
standard of entry enhances The Register’s reputation
and inspires installers nationwide to aim for the highest
standards of design and quality installation for
their customers.

OVERALL WINNER

Designed and Installed by Shore Landscapes, West Sussex

Best Patio
Transformation
under 35m2

The contractor and customer worked closely together on the
design which demanded a high degree of precise cutting and
detailed polishing of slate edges to achieve this stunning finish.
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Best Patio
Transformation
over 35m²
Designed and Installed by Garden TLC , Oldham
An engineering feat as well as a beautiful gem of a
garden. A sawn stone balcony above an elevated patio
and lawn leads to a cascade of bullnosed steps down
to yet more garden space below .

Best Use of a
New Marshalls
Product
Designed and Installed by Landscapes of
Malvern,Worcestershire
The traditional charm of Fairstone Limestone Rustic 		
Ochre is used to great contemporary effect by this 		
contractor. Fluid shapes provide visual intrigue and inviting
spaces for relaxation and entertaining.

Best Driveway
Transformation
under 70m²
Designed and Installed by Paving Perfection Ltd,
Loanhead, Scotland
A sloping site proved to be no obstacle to this installer
whose harmonious use of complementary products
has provided a practical and elegant driveway with
stepped transition to the house.

Best Driveway
Transformation
over 70m²
Designed and Installed by Valley Driveways Ltd, 		
Blackburn
Cool Drivesett Argent and Drivesett Tegula colours were a
perfect aesthetic foil for a very contemporary property.
Precision execution of this classic installation was a notable
feature, a surefire winner.

SCAN PAGE
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Best Engineering
Achievement

Designed and Installed by Ash Garden Design &
Landscaping Ltd, Tiverton, Devon
An extraordinary feat of earthmoving, walling and
reshaping was required to turn this severe sloping
site into a usable series of stepped patio, lawn and
planted beds all linked by Saxon paved steps.

Most Creative
Use of Marshalls
Products
Designed and Installed by CrystalClear, 		
Bolton, Lancs
Fairstone Sawn Paving and Setts are exquisitely edged with
Argent Light Paving cut and shaped to surround the curved and
circular patios, over 1000 small setts were required, demonstrating
this installer’s dedication to perfection.

Best Permeable
Driveway

Designed and Installed by GWH Paving Services Ltd,
Alfreton, Derbyshire
Permeable drives are just as versatile as any driveways.
Here’s proof the curved outer edge and contrasting
border coupled with a radiating coursed pattern
from the central property is very appealing.

Special Award
for Artistic
Achievement
Designed and Installed by Darren Smith Award
Winning Driveways & Patios, Louth, Lincs
Block Paving as paving art. An adjacent church spire is
perfectly replicated as a reflection in this driveway. 		
This Installer demonstrates how creative thought can make a
driveway a unique asset for a property.
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Best Use of
Drivesys

Designed and Installed by BH Building,
Grantham, Lincs
Installers are always thinking how best to make their
driveways enhance a home . Blending two Drivesys
Original Cobble product colours was particularly
successful in this example.

Best Use of
Ethically sourced
Fairstone Paving
Designed and Installed by
Acorn Landscapes (North East), Hartlepool
A fantastic contemporary patio scheme surrounds an
impressive centrepiece waterfall feature. This use of Fairstone King
Size Paving in Caramel Cream throughout with Charcoal Limestone
feature banding around cream rendered walls has a warming
mediterranean look.

Best Project by
a New Register
Member
Designed and Installed by Ross Oswin
Landscapes, Nottingham
A delightful rear garden makeover meticulously
executed by the installer. Tightly curved stone
walling is not an easy skill to master, here it is
done with aplomb.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Best Driveway Transformation over 70m2

Best Permeable Driveway

Best Engineering Achievement

Yorkshire Pro-Paving, Otley

Sandstone Landscape Construction, York

P Hope Paving Specialists, Bishop Auckland

Best Driveway Transformation under 70m2

Most Creative Use of Marshalls Products

Best Use of Drivesys

Big Dig Groundworks, Warrington

Dice Paving, Tilbury

Chris Beer Landscape Specialists, Barnstaple

Best Patio Transformation under 35m2

Best Use of a New Marshalls Product

Best Use of Ethically Sourced Fairstone

Beesleys Landscapes, Winsford

A1 Paving, Knutsford

GWH Paving Services, Alfreton

Best Patio Transformation over 35m2

Best Project by a New Register Member

Brockstone Landscape Construction, Liverpool

Blockmasons, Rochdale

SCAN PAGE
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Gardens and driveways transformed
The professional products and services provided by Marshalls really do make a
difference. Just look at the typical results our Register Installers achieve.

BEFORE

AFTER
Cotswold Paving & Landscaping Ltd, Gloucester
Typical of so many back gardens with a small patio
and lawn with a narrow planted perimeter border.

The customer wanted a more usable patio area and the
contractor has delivered a more integrated and interesting
garden that’s very easy on the eye.

BEFORE

AFTER
Brockstone Landscape Construction, Liverpool 		
Many small back gardens look like this linear pathway
and patio skirting a rectangle of lawn.

Here’s what an Installer with an eye for design can do in the same
space. It completely refreshes the location and transforms the
property out of the ordinary.
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Laying down the standard
“I was very impressed with the application and workmanship, together with the friendly
and informative relationship conducted over the period of installation, and finally the
clean and tidy way the site was left.”
Mr & Mrs Dickinson, Dronfield

BEFORE

AFTER
Woodley Paving & Groundworks Ltd, Ware, Herts		
The customer needed a tidier parking space and less mowing
but maintaining the established character of the house front.

By choosing a blend of traditional Drivesett Tegula and
sympathetic decorative aggregates, the contractor has
sucessfully delivered an agreeable result.

BEFORE

AFTER
Paving Perfection Ltd, Loanhead			
No doubt what this customer desired, bags of parking
and maintenance free.

The Installer has certainly fulfilled the brief but in addition, by
choosing a contemporary Drivesett Argent design has enhanced
the modern frontage and added value to the property.

